SERVICES FOR NEW INVESTIGATORS

Office of Research Protections

New investigators are encouraged to use the ORP support services to obtain the information needed to initiate their Pitt research career. Just complete the support services request form, and the relevant professionals will be in touch to address your questions.

If your research requires working with animals, visit the Animal Research Protections page for details on care, use, training, facilities and procedures.

For research regarding human subjects, visit the Human Research Protections Office to learn the requirements, policies, procedures and training, and submission to the Institutional Review Board.

ORP is eager to help new investigators jumpstart their research.

Working through regulatory procedures and protocol submissions at a new institution can be a challenge. ORP is available to provide guidance and assistance in protocol writing and addressing regulatory mandates.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ORP

Visit the ORP website to learn more about the resources available to you and to deepen your understanding of the policies and regulations that will guide your research.